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SOUTHERN RAILWAY 

SR-MAS0PERS(EGCD)/36/2021 Office of Divisional Railway Manager 

Personnel Branch 

Chennai Division 

Chennai – 3 

18 February 2022

CE/CN/MS 

ADEN/Bldg-I, Bldg-II, Metro, NWL, WST, AJJ, KPD, JTJ, TBM, CGL, SPE, TVT 

SSE/P.Way/JTJ, AB, KPD, WJR, PUT, TRT, AJJ, CJ, TRL, AVD, GDR, SPE, PON, 

TVT, WST, MS, TBM, CGL, TMV 

SSE/Works/JTJ, KPD, AJJ, AVD, PER, SPE, ENR, TVT, RPM, MAS, MPK, MS, SP, 

TBM, CGL 

SSE/Works/BR/PER, MS 

Sub: Selection – 25% LDCE – Tech-III Blacksmith – P.Way and Works 

Wing – Engg. dept. – MAS divn. – reg. 

***** 

It is proposed to conduct selection for filling up vacancies in the post of 

Technician-III Blacksmith in Level 2 of VII CPC pay matrix against 25% LDCE 

quota from among the serving employees of Engineering department of 

Chennai division. 

1. Vacancy Details 

Name of the Post No of 
Vacancies 

Communal Break-up 

SC ST UR 

Technician-III Blacksmith 36 8 6 22 

2. Eligibility Criteria 

a. Volunteers are called for from among the eligible serving regular 

employees from the undermentioned categories in the pro forma 

enclosed as Annexure B. 

i. Assistant Bellows Boy in Level 1 

ii. Non-artisan Assistant Works in Level 1 

iii. Track Maintainer-IV in Level 1 (RBE No. 94/2020) 

b. Educational Qualification 

As laid down in Apprentice Act, 1961, pass in 10th class 

examination under 10+2 system of education or its equivalent. 
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c. Service Requirement 

In terms of Railway Board’s letter no. E(NG)I/2015/PM1/20 

dated 05.02.2019 (RBE No. 20/2019), volunteers should have put in a 

minimum of two years regular service and have successfully completed 

their probation period in the recruitment grade.  

The cut-off date for determining the eligibility of the volunteers 

will be the date of issue of this notification. 

No Casual Labour/Substitute service before regular appointment 

will be considered for the above two/one year service. 

d. Age 

No limit. 

3. Examination Details 

a. Schedule and Venue 

The date, time and venue of examination will be intimated 

separately. 

b. Duration 

In terms of PBC No. 46/2019, duration of the examination will not be 

less than 120 minutes. 

c. Supplementary Examination 

There will not be any supplementary examination. 

4. Selection Criteria 

As per instructions contained in Railway Board’s letter no. E(NG)1-

2003/CFP/2 dated 22.09.2003 (RBE No. 165/2003) there will be no viva-voce 

and selection will be based on Written Test and Record of Service. 

Details Written Test Record of Service Total 

Distribution of marks 85 15 100 

Qualifying marks* 51 - 60 

Relaxation for reserved 

(SC/ST) candidates 
No relaxation# in qualifying marks 

* Those securing 60% marks in Written Test and 60% marks in the aggregate 

will qualify for being placed in the Panel, subject to the availability of 

vacancies. 

# The post of Technician-III Blacksmith is classified as ‘Safety category’ vide 

PBC No. 110/2021. 
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5. Syllabus 

Syllabus prescribed for the selection to the post of Tech-III Blacksmith 

against 25% LDCE quota is enclosed as Annexure A. 

6. Written Test 

a. Written Test will be conducted either with optical mark recognition 

(OMR) sheet or in computer-based test (CBT) mode or by pen and paper 

mode. 

b. Questions 

i. The question paper will be in Hindi, English and Tamil vide PBC 

No. 09/2017 & PCPO/MAS letter no. P(R)608/P/Vol.XV(OL) 

dated 28.06.2019. 

ii. In terms of RBE No. 196/2018, The question paper will consist of 

100% objective type multiple choice questions. 

iii. 10% of the total marks allotted for testing the professional ability 

will be set apart for questions on Official Language policy and 

rules. While the volunteers are encouraged to attempt questions 

on the same, it is not compulsory vide Railway Board’s letter no. 

Hindi-2010/OL-1/10/4 dated 14.12.2016 (PBC No. 205/2016). 

c. Answers 

i. To ensure authenticity of the answers, cutting, overwriting, 

erasing or alteration of any type in the answer will not be 

accepted. 

ii. Sample OMR answer sheet and instructions to fill it during 

Written Test is enclosed as Annexure C. 

d. Allotment of Marks 

i. Zero marks will be given for answer having 

correction/overwriting. 

ii. There shall be negative marking for incorrect answers. One third 

of the marks allotted for each question will be deducted for 

wrong answers. 

7. Drawing of Panel 

In terms of Railway Board’s letter no. E(NG)1-2008/PM7/4 SLP dated 

19.06.2009 (RBE No. 113/2009) and clarification given vide PBC No. 

54/2021, the final Panel will be drawn up in the order of merit based on 

aggregate marks of Professional ability and Record of Service. There will be no 
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classification of candidates as Outstanding. Empanelment in the final Panel 

is subject to the availability of vacancies.  

8. Training 

Pre-promotional training for a period of 3-4 weeks will be arranged for 

reserved (SC/ST) community volunteers. 

Employees who are empanelled should undergo the prescribed period 

of training which may be for a period of one year or six months, as the case 

may be, in terms of Para 159 of IREM, CPO/MAS letter no. P(RT)98/P/Vol. 

XXII dated 25.01.1984 and PBC No. 68/1989. 

S. 

No. 

Category Period of 

Training 

a. Course completed Act Apprentices in the relevant 

trade in Railway Establishment 

No training 

b. Course completed Act Apprentices trained in non-
Railway Establishment/ITI passed 

candidate/Diploma holders/Engineering graduates 
(in relevant trade/branch of Engg.) 

Six months 

c. Matriculates 

Course completed Act Apprentices trained in non-
Railway Establishment/ITI passed 

candidate/Diploma holders/Engineering graduates 
(in irrelevant trade/branch of Engg.) 

One year 

On completion of the training, candidates should pass the prescribed 

Trade Test equivalent to that of ITI standard. Candidates who are successful 

in this Trade Test will be absorbed as Technician-III Blacksmith against 

working post. 

If they fail in the first attempt of Trade Test, another one will be held 

after 6 months and promoted if they pass the same. Those failing in the 

second attempt so held, will not be promoted and will be required to appear 

in the fresh selection as and when held. They will not, however, be required 

to be subjected to training again vide Railway Board’s letter no E(NG)1-

96/PM7/56 dated 09.12.1999 (RBE No. 305/1999). 

9. Application 

Application pro forma for the post of Tech-III Blacksmith against 25% 

LDCE quota is enclosed as Annexure B. 

Supervisory Official should collect the filled application (as per the pro 

forma enclosed) from the volunteers working under him/her by 21.03.2022 

and forward them in one lot under a covering letter along with relevant service 
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registers for verification through a messenger, so as to reach this office  

on or before 23.03.2022. If there is no volunteer in a station, a nil statement 

should invariably be submitted by the target date positively. 

Filled application received after the target date will be summarily 

rejected. 

This notification should be given wide publicity and spare copies should 

be displayed in the notice board in prominent places. The controlling officer 

should ensure that this notification is circulated/intimated to the staff who 

are on deputation, training, transfer to other units/offices, leave, sick list, 

suspension etc., and acknowledgement obtained. 

The name list of employees volunteered whose applications forwarded 

to this office should also be exhibited in the notice board for information of 

the employees. 

Encl.: 1. Annexure A 

2. Annexure B 

3. Annexure C 

APO/W/MAS 

/Senior Divisional Personnel Officer/MAS 

Copy to: Sr. DEN/Co-ordn/MAS 

Sr. DEN/Bridges, Metro, West 

DEN/Bldg, RM, Central, East 

Ch. OS./Engg. Branch, Computer 

DS/SRMU 

DS/AISCST 

DS/AIOBC 

PBEnggPC4 
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Syllabus for selection of Technician-III Blacksmith  

against 25% LDCE quota 

 

I. Professional 

1. Basic knowledge about the properties of metal steel 

2. Simple arithmetic calculation 

3. Difference weight and sizes of hammer and purposes 

4. Knowledge of reinforcement and scheduling of rods 

5. Knowledge for reading plan/sketches 

6. Knowledge of sizes and weight of rails 

7. Knowledge of using rail cutting including knowledge of hacksaw 

blade, drill bits and sizes, jim-crows, mending of tool, kinds of 

coals and blowers. 

8. Knowledge of marking, chiselling, punching and bending 

9. Knowledge about the Engineering tools required for blacksmith 

work 

10. Knowledge of preparation of rivets for bridge riveting works 

11. Knowledge and role of blacksmith working in Railways 

12. Basic ability to read and write in English 

II. Official Language Policy and Rules 
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Application pro forma for the post of Technician-III 

Blacksmith against 25% LDCE quota in Level 2 of VII CPC 

1 Name   

2 IPAS ID/Emp. No. (11 digits)            

3 Designation  

4 Station & Rly. phone no.  

5 Date of Birth  

6 
Date of Appointment/ 
Empanelment 

 

7 Date of entry into present level  

8 Pay & Level in VII CPC ₹ Level: 

9 
Educational Qualification 
(Proof to be enclosed) 

 

10 
Community as per SR 
(Proof to be enclosed) 

UR OBC SC ST 

( the appropriate option) 

11 Mobile Number           

Declaration by Applicant 

I …………………………………. (Name) solemnly declare that the details 

furnished above are true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I 

understand that if any details furnished above are found to be false at a later 

date, I am liable to be taken up under DAR apart from my application being 

rejected. I will join the station to which I am posted.

Place: 

Date:

 

Signature of the Applicant 

Certification by Supervisor 

It is certified that the service particulars furnished above have been 

verified with Service Register and found correct. There is no DAR/VIG/SPE 

case pending/contemplated against the applicant. There is no objection in the 

employee applying for the above referred post.

 

 

 

 

Office Seal with date

 

 

Signature of the Supervisor 

Name: 

Designation:
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OMR Answer Sheet 
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Instructions to fill OMR Answer Sheet during Written Test 

1. Check that the Question Paper contains 100 questions and if any 

unprinted /torn pages are found, get it replaced. 

2. There will be 100 questions with four multiple choice answers. Each 

question carries equal mark. 

3. Candidates are required to fill only items no. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 11 in the 

OMR answer sheet. 

4. The OMR answer sheet contains duplicate copy and DO NOT ATTEMPT 

TO SEPARATE OR DISPLACE THE DUPLICATE COPY WHILE 

ANSWERING. 

The shading/darkening done on the original OMR answer sheet will 

automatically appear on the carbon copy and hence no separate 

shading/darkening requires on the carbon copy. 

5. Use only blue/black ball point pen for writing/shading/darkening on 

the OMR answer sheet. Gel pens/pencils are not allowed. 

6. Please enter your roll number in the box provided in the OMR answer 

sheet and shade/darken the corresponding circle. 

7. Write your name in capital letters. Fill the date of exam and Name of 

examination centre. 

Put your signature in the OMR answer sheet against item no. 11 

‘Candidate’s Signature’ 

8. Answer to questions 1 to 100 are given in the multiple choice as 1, 2, 

3, 4. Choose only one correct answer to each question from the multiple 

choice given (1, 2, 3, 4) and shade/darken the appropriate circle 

completely. Once answered, changes are not permitted. 

Correct Method 
 

Wrong Methods 
 

9. There is NEGATIVE marking and one-third of the allotted marks will be 

deducted for every wrong answer. 

10. CORRECTION OF ANY TYPE on the OMR answer sheet for example, 

overwriting, cutting, erasing, modifying/alteration of any type, multiple 

shading/darkening WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. Zero marks will be given 

for answer having correction/overwriting. 

11. Please handover the OMR answer sheet along with its duplicate copy to 

the invigilator before leaving the examination hall. No answer sheet copy 

should be carried by the candidate. 

12. Candidates are not allowed to keep mobile phones/electronic gadgets 

or any other documents/papers with them in the examination hall. 

13. Candidates are allowed to take the question paper with them after the 

examination. 
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